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LLOYDS BANK UK CONSUMER DIGITAL INDEX 2017
The online voucher culture is helping people to save
over £400 a year
 People can save £444 a year on average by using discount and cashback sites, and
vouchers found online
 Nearly two thirds go online to save money on holidays, and over half save on
insurance and clothes
 Digitally capable adults save more than twice as much and nearly twice as often
The latest Lloyds Bank UK Consumer Digital Index shows the benefits of being digitally savvy,
with people saving hundreds of pounds a year by using online discounts, cashback and vouchers.
The 2016 Index showed that people could save an average of £744 per year by being online. The 2017
Index now focuses on how people can benefit from cashback and discount sites to save money. Half of
those that are online use discount, cashback and voucher websites, but it is the younger generations
seeing the most benefit. Those aged 30-39 lead the way, with just under three in five (59%) using these
sites to save money.
The research suggests digitally capable people have a greater ability to deal with a change in financial
circumstances, save money, and make money go further. Around 85% of the UK population is highly
digitally capable, equating to around 42 million people. On average, they save nearly twice as often each
year, save more than twice as much, and check their balance more than twice as often.

Beyond voucher sites, people continue to make savings when buying products or services online. Nearly
two-thirds (62%) save money on holidays and over half save on insurance (57%) and clothes (54%).
Holidays are the most popular saving and interestingly, the Index shows that this is regardless of income.
For example, over half (53%) of those with a household income of less than £20,000 a year are saving
money on holidays.
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There are some unsurprising trends in certain categories. For example, more young people (66%) save
on clothing whereas more of those between the age of 30 and 49 save money on insurance (62%). With
9% of the UK not yet adopting digital, the clear benefits of being online are not being realised by all.
Despite the significant savings that can be made, 68% of those that are ‘offline’ say nothing will tempt
them to go online.
Nick Williams, Managing Director, Consumer and Commercial Digital at Lloyds Banking Group,
said: “It is clear that by being digitally skilled and confident, there is the opportunity to save hundreds of
pounds a year on your spending, whether that is through voucher sites or by shopping around online.
“A big benefit to managing your money and spending online is that it puts you in control. With 60% of
people now using internet banking, it enables them to move money around quickly 24/7, save frequently
in little amounts and alleviate the worries of money, which has a positive impact on wellbeing. So it’s
surprising 73% of people offline believe they cannot save money by being online, which rises to 76% for
those 60+. This is a significant challenge, as one of the many benefits of being online is that people are
able to save money. The 2016 Consumer Digital Index reported people could save an average of £744
per year by being online.
“That is why it is so important for everyone to be aware of the online tools available, and to help educate
those offline about the benefits they can bring.”
For those using online banking, more than two-thirds (67%) said that doing their banking online helped
them avoid paying overdraft fees. For those whose annual household income is less than £20,000, this
figure rises to 71%, and for 18-24 year olds it rises again to 77%.

- ends Editors' Notes:
The Lloyds Bank UK Consumer Digital Index continues to provide a unique view of financial and digital capability by
combining actual behavioural data from 1 million people across the UK with survey research from 2,700 people to
understand their attitudes behind the behaviour. This year the report also features the Basic Digital Skills updated measure
for UK adults, as well as an extended research study of people without a bank account. In addition, new questions were
asked within Ipso MORI’s Tech Tracker, to understand more about how people use internet banking and how they can
gain digital skills support. This provides further rich insight which will build on the 2016 Index findings.
a. Behavioural data – a robust and UK representative sample of 1m consumers aged 18+. The data analyses 12 months of
actual transactional behaviour. It also provides a longitudinal view to understand if or how people have shifted their
financial or digital capability over the last year.
b. Attitudinal research – a quantitative survey of 2,700 adults, across the UK, understanding financial and digital attitudes,
all of which support and enhance the behavioural data.
c. Basic Digital Skills – conducted by Ipsos MORI, this quantitative research of 4,000 adults (aged 15+) across the
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UK, measures the 5 Basic Digital Skills as defined by Doteveryone.
d. Research on people without a bank account – in 2016, Toynbee Hall undertook 28 in-depth qualitative
interviews. This year, this research has expanded to include:

• national quantitative study of 104 respondents
• in-depth interviews with 29 participants
• two one-hour in-depth interviews with people who are newly banked
e. Internet banking quantitative research Given the proven benefits of being online shown in the 2016 Index,
additional research was conducted by Ipsos MORI with 1,000 respondents, with new questions in the Ipsos MORI
Tech Tracker to understand more about Internet banking usage, barriers and potential improvements.
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